K-Head Mist Collector Upgrade Kit

Increase safety and improve sanitation by collecting oil mist produced by K-Head Dividers

- Reduce excess oil mist generated by K-Head for safer and cleaner working environment
- Low-maintenance unit with small footprint design
- Quiet operation (70 to 76 dba at 3-foot distance)
K-Head Mist Collector Upgrade Kit

EACH KIT INCLUDES

- Main mist collector unit
- Hood assembly for K400 and K600 Divider
- 6” diameter mist collector hose with clamps
- Mist collector mounting brackets
- Oil drain collection tub
- Mounting hardware (hood)
- Primary filter media
- Pre-filter trap and trap filters
- OEM manual
- Electrical components not included with kit
- Will require motor starter, circuit breaker, motor wiring

RECOMMENDED

- Mounting Collector Unit within 3-feet of K-Head
- Suggestions for specific locations include under rounder bed, above rounder bed, and to the side of K-Head Unit
- Additional mounting accommodations may be necessary for any of these noted locations